POINT COUNTERPOINT

Should Clinical Practitioners, as Part of
Institutional or Accreditation Standards,
Be Required to Document Their Rationale
When Choosing to Not Adhere to Widely
Accepted Clinical Practice Guidelines?

Clinician documentation in the health record is an
essential tool in patient care. It establishes accountability and
responsibility, and it facilitates transparency for decisionmaking.1 Patient assessments, care plans, interventions, and
other activities are recorded by virtually all multidisciplinary
team members working in inpatient settings, including nurses,
physiotherapists, dietitians, social workers, and physicians.
Pharmacists document medication histories and reconciliation,
patient counselling interviews, therapeutic drug monitoring,
and recommendations for resolution of drug-related problems.
In fact, pharmacists may be trained to cite the primary literature
or a clinical practice guideline (CPG) when writing a recommendation in the patient chart.2 Is it unreasonable, then, that
clinicians be expected to record when they are choosing
therapeutic pathways incongruent with best available evidence?
CPGs, defined as “systematically developed statements to
assist practitioner and patient decisions about appropriate health
care for specific clinical circumstances”, have been devised to
augment several aspects of patient care.3 One such feature of
quality patient care is patient safety. Adherence to CPGs,
through use of protocols and checklists, for example, has been
shown to reduce adverse patient outcomes through improved
standardization and communication.4 Minimizing patient
harm is also fundamental to the composition of institutional
accreditation standards, which are increasingly the chief vehicle
for safety initiatives within these settings.5 Recognizing that
miscommunication is implicated in an overwhelming majority
of medical errors, the Joint Commission International Accreditation Standards for Hospitals outline that the care provided
to each patient is to be planned and written in the patient’s
record.6,7
Another consideration favouring documentation of nonadherence with CPGs is the principle that patients with the
same health problems and care needs have a right to receive the
same quality of care throughout an organization, despite the
variations that exist within and among areas of practice.4,7 To
achieve “one level of quality of care”, services provided to
comparable populations in multiple departments or settings
may be guided by policies and procedures that result in their

uniform delivery.7 CPGs can influence equity of patient care
through enhanced consistency in therapeutic decision-making,
and organizations may deter discrepancy by obligating clinicians
to justify departures from known best practice with documented
rationale.
It must also be acknowledged that sharing of information
across disciplines and between care settings is essential for
effective collaboration in achieving desired patient outcomes.7
Insufficient data transmission contributes to stress on both
patients and staff, generates additional workload, and prolongs
patient visits.8,9 Record-keeping systems facilitate information
flow that supports the continuity, quality, and safety of patient
care. Shared understanding of a patient’s care history facilitates
sound intra- and inter-disciplinary communication and
decision-making about future care.10 Accreditation standards
prescribe that institutions design and execute processes to
provide continuity of patient care services through organization
and coordination among personnel. Endorsement of
documented CPGs is one way to integrate coordinated care
among multidisciplinary care providers within and across health
care settings.
CPGs are intended to influence health professionals’
actions, and thereby, ultimately, the patient’s outcome, but
compliance is notoriously lacking.11 Opponents might protest
that adherence to CPGs should not be mandatory, that they are
not, in fact, “one size fits all” solutions, and that patient care
decisions need to remain clinically flexible. According to this
rationale, enforcement of such therapeutic protocols, and
additional documentation thereof, serve to disrespect physician
autonomy and specialized clinical expertise. Irrespective of these
perceived patient interests, deviations from CPGs compromise
improvements in care among populations.12 CPGs are developed
according to best available evidence, and many medical
professionals have difficulty assimilating the rapidly evolving
scientific evidence into their own practices.13 CPGs can provide
a much-needed interface between research and practice that may
contribute to more effective and efficient patient care. Of
additional interest to physicians, evidence shows that standardization of care not only improves patient outcomes but also has
a positive effect on malpractice litigation.14
Another anticipated challenge to realizing this new care
norm is time. In addition to the requirement that care be
dispensed according to a guideline, it may be considered an
unreasonable burden to overwhelm busy physicians with
expectations to document the rationale behind specific decisionmaking. However, clinical decision support technology through
electronic health records is an evolving approach to improving
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guideline-based care and is easing such documentation through
automation.15,16 Such computerization would also facilitate the
evaluation of an institution’s consistent implementation and use
of CPGs in the clinical care pathways of patients, as required by
accrediting agencies.7
The process to develop CPG-driven patient care protocols
and associated clinician documentation of adherence must be
inclusive and multidisciplinary and may need to be adapted to
the local practice setting. Input from physicians into the review
and distribution of CPGs is essential for fostering “buy-in”, and
procedures should be in place to notify and train end-user
practitioners whenever such policies are to be implemented.
Continuous quality improvement of any patient care initiative
depends on a structured and well-defined data-driven process
that is constantly monitored and improved; requiring clinical
practitioners to document their rationale when they choose
not to adhere to widely accepted CPGs is one such important
mechanism.7
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THE “CON” SIDE
Clinical practice guidelines (CPGs) are tools created to aid
clinical decision-making and provide clinicians with evidencebased recommendations regarding patient care. Guidelines are
meant to be developed on the basis of the most rigorous scientific
research and should use expert opinion and consensus only when
high-quality evidence is unavailable.1 When these standards are
adhered to, uptake of guideline recommendations may lead to
standardized care and optimized drug utilization. However, lack
of generalizability to complex patients, misinterpretation of
evidence, and high risk of actual or potential conflicts of interest
commonly occur and preclude guidelines from being fully
adopted into clinical practice.2
Clinical practitioners, as part of institutional or accreditation standards, should not be required to document rationale
when choosing to not adhere to widely accepted CPGs. Simply
put, there is insufficient evidence that guideline adherence
positively affects patient outcomes. Before promoting adherence
to guidelines as part of institutional and accreditation standards,
clinicians, administrators, and patients must be convinced of
their value. Most studies designed to assess this question have
reported suboptimal guideline adherence and inconclusive
results.3 These low adherence rates may reflect poor generalizability and/or a lack of clinician confidence in the validity of
guideline recommendations.
In addition, implementing such a policy would threaten
advancement of patient-centred care and perhaps cause
regression of progress achieved to date. Individualization of drug
therapy regimens would decrease, as clinicians would undoubtedly fear accreditation-related or institution-based repercussions
for not adhering to accepted guidelines. This would bias
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clinicians to act in the best interest of the institution, rather than
the best interest of the patient. Furthermore, guidelines are
usually disease-focused and do not offer clear recommendations
for patients with multiple disease states who are taking multiple
medications.2 Unfortunately, these are the types of patients most
commonly encountered in hospitals and health care institutions,
and clinicians must maintain the freedom to perform and
act upon individual patient assessment to avoid resorting to
guideline-induced, “cookie cutter” medicine.
The influence of bias in guideline creation, from both internal and external parties such as financial contributors, must also
be considered. Pharmaceutical companies desiring to promote
product placement may directly or indirectly fund guideline
authors. Additionally, disease-based organizations and advocacy
groups may receive funding from these companies and may
consequently have actual or potential conflicts of interest when
endorsing guidelines.4 If the suggested documentation becomes
mandatory, we fear that biased recommendations will be
adopted more frequently, potentially putting patients at risk of
receiving suboptimal therapy. These points are even more
relevant for recommendations that are based on lower-quality
evidence, such as observational studies and expert opinion.
Shockingly, it has been shown that widely endorsed guidelines
contain recommendations based on expert opinion or standard
care on average 48% of the time.5
Aside from lack of evidence and the potential for harm,
adopting a requirement to document the rationale for any
deviation from widely accepted CPGs would pose logistical
concerns that would be very difficult, if not impossible, to overcome. For example, it is unknown how “widely accepted” would
be defined and how institutions and accreditation bodies would
choose the specific guidelines to be endorsed. Also, clinicians
would need to be educated and trained on each guideline and
would have to be aware of the exact circumstances that would
require documentation. Without the development of protocols
and preprinted orders, this is not a realistic expectation for
clinical practitioners. Finally, monitoring and evaluation plans
would be essential for uptake and continued evaluation. Are
health authorities ready to accept the burden of these extra costs
with no clear evidence of improved patient outcomes?
Some may believe that enforcing this documentation
strategy (through institutional and accreditation policies) will
benefit patients and standardize care. They may argue that it will
make prescribers more accountable for their actions. Although
we support achieving competency standards and communication
through documentation, we believe that this strategy will make
prescribers accountable to the institution and to guideline
creators, rather than the patient. By doing so, patients will lose
autonomy in their care and be at risk of suboptimal therapy.
Instead, we support critical evaluation of CPGs and the
incorporation of only high-quality, evidence-based recommendations into clinical care. Although clinical practitioners should be
encouraged to document their rationale for decision-making,
accreditation bodies should avoid using guideline adherence as a
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surrogate marker for competency and should instead maintain a
focus on patient outcomes as markers for assessment. International bodies should continue to work with guideline creators to ensure
that only high-quality documents with minimal potential for bias
are disseminated. Once these principles are achieved, guidelines
may be better suited for full endorsement and adoption.
In summary, clinical practitioners, as part of institutional or
accreditation standards, should not be required to document
their rationale when choosing to not adhere to widely accepted
CPGs. Documentation should instead be focused on the
rationale for decision-making, whether it is guidelines, primary
literature, or other reasons. Additionally, the international
community should advocate for rigorous evaluation mechanisms
for CPGs and avoidance of adopting recommendations that are
based on low-quality evidence. By doing so we hope that the best
possible patient outcomes can be achieved through the use of
evidence-based medicine and patient-centred care.
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